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ABSTRACT OF THE DISCLOSURE 

A stock-in raw material, consisting of loosely held to 
gether staple ?bers or of such ?bers in combination with 
a polymer substrate in plastic condition, is continuously 
introduced into cavities formed at the nip of a pair of 
rotating perforated drums with continuous circumferen 
tial grooves on their surface, said drums being positioned 
face to face so that each groove of one drum faces the 
correspondng groove of the other drum thus forming 
the said cavities, and the so obtained open end is imparted 
with twisting torque to form twisted yarn which is then 
linearly wound on a collecting roll, if necessary, after suit 
able intermediate preforrning. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

Field of the invention 

This invention relates to a novel method and apparatus 
for spinning yarn. 
More particularly, the invention relates to a process 

and device for making yarn by open-end spinning of 
staple ?bers with or without a polymer substrate. 

Description of the prior art 

It is a recognized fact in the art of yarn making that 
in order to impart permanent twist to a strand by any 
means, one end of the strand must be free to rotate. If 
any attempt is made to impart twist to a strand which 
is held at both ends, right-hand twist will appear on the 
strand at one side of the twisting device and will be off 
set by a left-hand twist at the other side of said device. As 
soon as an end is released, the strand resumes its un 
twisted state because the two twists nullify each other. 
This is commonly known as false-twisting. 

In the hitherto predominant ring spinning processes, 
twist is imparted between front delivery rolls and a cir 
cumferentially rotating spindle as the stock-in-supply 
passes through a traveler revolving on a stationary ring 
and onto the bobbin of the rotating spindle, the former 
constituting a removable reservoir which accumulates the 
yarn and stores the imparted twist. The complexity of the 
ring spinning system is well known and it is recognized 
that ring spinning has many physical limitations caused by 
a narrow range of allowable tensions in the balloon and by 
the technical restrictions that must be placed on the 
traveler. Inherently limited by these and other factors, 
improvements can hardly lead to any marked produc 
tivity increases per spindle. 

Pot spinning is based on the same principle as ring 
spinning. The revolving pot acts as a twist imparting and/ 
or yarn collecting device. The twist is collected and stored 
in the yarn cake formed inside the pot by centrifugal 
forces. The numerous drawbacks of conventional pot spin 
ning are well known in the art and have precluded to a 
large degree its widespread application. 

Major disadvantages of both systems are the lack of 
automatic dof?ng and inadequate tension control, primary 
factors in the manufacture of satisfactory yarns. The 
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complexity and discontinuity of operations involved in 
both systems constitute a barrier towards full automation 
from bale to yarn. 

Numerous attempts have been made towards open 
end turbine spinning. These are based upon the utiliza 
tion of centrifugal forces created inside different kinds of 
small turbine type devices revolving at high circumfer 
ential velocities (velocities as high as 30,000 to 40,000 
r.p.m. have been claimed) into which ?ber stock-in sliver 
or roving is fed ?rst for separation into individual ?bers 
which are then rotated inside the turbine by centrifugal 
forces, producing reassembly, collection, twisting and con 
densation of the ?bers into yarn and its subsequent trans 
fer toward linear wind-up on a bobbin with retention of the 
twist inserted by this open-end twisting operation. Modern 
science has shown that there are serious technological 
drawbacks inherent in these air methods because each type 
of ?ber has di?’erent air drag characteristics and because 
the density of air varies greatly with temperature. Thus, 
the separation and transfer of the individual ?bers by 
air, their reassembly from the air current, collection, con 
densation and twisting into a continuous strand by cen 
trifugal forces under controllable conditions and with pre 
dictable results on a practical basis constitutes a formida 
ble task which has not yet been solved satisfactorily. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

It is therefore a principal object of the present inven 
tion to provide a universal and highly ?exible novel meth 
0d and apparatus for making yarns from any type of 
staple ?bers, and/or from blends of different types of 
staple ?bers, if desired, in combination with a polymer 
substrate, by the utilization of the major technological ad~ 
vantage of the open-end spinning principle, namely a lin 
ear ?ber suply and linear yarn wind-up with retention of 
the inverted twist, but with elimination of the complex 
aerodynamic turbine spinning principle and means; by vir 
tue of this and by the complete elimination of the ring 
and pot spinning systems the new method and apparatus 
provide, for the ?rst time, a practical solution for fully 
automated and continuous bale to yarn production. 

Other objects and advantages of the invention will be 
apparent from the following more detailed description. 

In conventional turbine open-end spinning, the stock is 
rotated in an air current by centrifugal forces while the 
individual ?bers are dispersed, constituting a loose dis 
continuous ?brous mass gradually condensed and collect 
ed in and through a central ori?ce of the turbine in the 
form of a twisted continuous ?ber strand, the yarn. 

In applicants’ novel method, the loose ?ber stock is not 
subjected to centrifugal forces and torque before twisting. 
According to the present invention, the ?ber stock is con 
tinuously and linearly supplied to the open-end twist posi 
tion in the form of narrow ?ber webs with loosely held 
parallel or at radom arranged staple ?bers the torque 
is imparted into the ready yarn by a twisting or torque 
imparting device and the so imparted twist is continuous 
ly transferred towards the open~end twist position to en 
gage the loose ?ber stock and convert the latter under 
controlled conditions into a continuous twisted yarn. 
The principle of the present invention is based upon 

the possibility to freely rotate the stock-in supply end of 
a raw material, consisting of staple ?bers or of ‘a com 
bination thereof with a polymer substrate, so as to im 
part to the latter a twist at high circumferential velocity, 
said twist being stored and retained in a resulting com 
posite yarn during subsequent high Speed linear wind-up 
operation into large size yarn packages, the entire pro 
cedure being carried out in a continuous sequence of op 
erations from staple ?bers in sliver or lap form and pos 
sibly a polymer substrate, originally used in pellet or any 
other desired form, to the ?nal yarn package. 
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According to one embodiment of the invention, a poly 
mer substrate in plastic or ?uid condition and loosely held 
staple ?bers are passed together into a predetermined 
cavity where both the staple ?bers and the polymer sub 
strate can be freely rotated and where twist is applied 
thereto. In this manner the staple ?bers become partial 
ly bonded at contact points to the polymer substrate 
while it is in the tacky plastic or ?uid condition and the 
combined material is subjected to a twisting torque and 
coagulation through cooling. The so obtained linearly 
wound-up composite yarn has a permanently set twist 
which will not disappear as in the case of false-twisting. 

According to another embodiment of the present in 
vention, staple ?bers in loosely held form are subjected 
to a circumferential torque within a predetermined cavity 
where the staple ?bers can freely move without any re 
striction whatsoever. When said twisting torque is applied 
to such ?brous material within the said cavity, the latter 
retains a permanent twist and forms a twisted yarn which 
can then be wound linearly on a collecting roll without 
losing its twist. 

In practice these operations can be carried out by pro 
viding a pair of positively driven perforated drums with 
continuous circumferential grooves on their surface and 
so positioned face to face that each groove of one drum 
faces the corresponding groove on the other drum thus 
forming a predetermined cavity. The con?guration of 
such cavity will depend on that of the grooves and it 
can vary to a large degree; it can be, for example, of oval 
shape, of a substantially circular or rectangular shape 
or any combination thereof. The drums are also pro 
vided with suction devices therewithin and may incor 
porate suitable cooling means as well. The suction de 
vices provide suction capable of holding the staple ?bers 
pressed against the surface of the drums until said ?bers 
are released in the cavity for open-end twist imparting, 
without creating a back torque. 

In the case of multicomponent yarn production, poly 
mer substrate capable of being coagulated by cooling is 
preferably used. It is supplied towards the nip of such 
drums in a plastic or ?uid state together with loosely 
held parallel or at random arranged staple ?bers and the 
so obtained ?uid combination, within the cavities formed 
between the drums, is then subjected to a twisting torque 
with simultaneous cooling and pull of the linear wind 
up means. The twisting can be done by any suitable twist 
or torque imparting device, such as, for example the 
type presently employed in false-twisting. This twist or 
torque imparting device is positioned between the 
grooved pressure drums and the yarn collecting means. 
On coagulation of the polymer substrate within the cavi 
ties between the drums the twist is heat-set and will not 
disappear thereafter. The obtained twisted yarn is then 
simply collected by any desired linear wind-up collecting 
means to form a large yarn package. 
When only staple ?bers are to be twisted into yarn, 

they are supplied while being held by suction against the 
surface of the said drums, into the resulting cavities where 
they are suddenly released to form a ?ber strand of 
loose ?bers which by the utilization of their inherent 
cohesion properties and aid of the air drag are twisted 
into yarn. To start the twisting of said ?bers, one may 
require a lead-in piece of string or yarn in said cavity‘, 
whereafter the ?bers which are continuously replenished 
are formed by the open-end principle into a yarn in said 
cavity by the simultaneous torque, air drag and pull of 
the linear wind up means. 

In a preferred operation, a polymer substrate is ex 
truded in the form of a curtain of parallel strands of 
any desired cross-section (e.g. round ?laments, square 
strands, etc.) towards the nip of the grooved perforated 
drums and the staple ?bers in the form of a plurality of 
loosely held ?ber web tapes are also supplied toward 
the nip of said drums on one or both sides of the curtain 
of strands. These staple ?bers are held against the wall 
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of the drums by suction. The materials fed are picked up 
by the drums, are contacted and consolidated with each 
other as well as twisted and heat-set in the cavities formed 
by the grooves of said drums. At a point in these cavities, 
when the suction ceases, the staple ?bers are released 
and are bound at contact points to the polymer which is 
in a ?uid tacky state capable to rotate without inter 
ference and without creating any counter torque. The 
polymer substrate may consist of any desired extrudable 
material which is capable of bonding and coagulation 
by cooling or setting by thermal conditioning. 
The resulting twisted yarn may simply be wound on a 

linear collecting roll without losing its twist. 
The twisting device, which is of any suitable type and 

preferably of the type now used in false-twisting, 
is positioned anywhere between the grooved drums and 
the collecting roll. 

Following the grooved drums there may also be pro 
vided a condensing member with heating and/ or cooling 
means to achieve a higher degree of mechanical con 
densation, coagulation and consolidation of the obtained 
yarn. 

Generally speaking, the starting material used accord 
ing to this invention preferably consists of two thin 
?ber webs of parallel or at random arranged loose staple 
?bers. Each web is fed toward the nip of the two cir 
cumferentially grooved drums rotating face to face down 
wards at identical surface speeds. The drums are per 
forated so as to form at the bottom of each groove a 
plurality of ori?ces through which air suction may be 
imparted from inside of each drum. Each ?ber-web is 
?rst longitudinally separated into a plurality of ?ber 
strips of desired width by a circular cutter roll superim 
posed on the top of each drum and preferably comprising 
a plurality of circular razor blade and spacer discs assem 
bled to match narrow circumferential slots provided for 
this purpose in each drum. Said cutter rolls rotate in the 
same direction as the drums matching the latters’ general 
surface con?gurations and surface speeds and maintain 
ing adequate contact pressure to insure proper separa 
tion of the ?ber-web into the desired plurality of narrow 
?ber strips. In order to facilitate the consolidation and 
downward transportation of the ?ber strips at high 
speeds, air suction is applied in each groove from inside 
the drums through the ori?ces starting at the point of 
separation of the wide web into narrow ?ber strips and 
ending in the cavity between the grooves where the ?bers 
are released and subjected to twist. The separate ?bers of 
each strip are therefore carried under constant air suc 
tion toward and into the cavities formed at the nip point 
of said two drums where two ?ber strips supplied in 
two opposite grooves are brought into close face to face 
contact with each other at any desired pressure, deter 
mined by the shape of the cavities and the controllable 
pressure applied at the nip of the rotating drums. 

Simultaneously with the formation of the above men 
tioned ?ber strips, a thermoplastic polymer substrate is 
preferably introduced therebetween at the nip of the ro 
tating drums as said strips, form two opposing grooves, 
are brought into close contact inside each cavity created 
by said grooves of the ?ber carrying drums. The poly 
mer substrate is suitably introduced into each cavity 
by direct vertical downward extrusion in the form of 
a curtain of strands of any desired shape. In the cavities, 
the polymer substrate has a tacky surface onto which 
the staple ?bers of the respective strips are superim 
posed and partly bound. This occurs at the nip points 
of said drums under a predetermined pressure to aid 
continuous formation of partially consolidated yet loose 
polymer-?ber composite strands. Also, the polymer 
strands in the cavities must be of adequate plastic or 
?uid consistency to assure that when subjected to a torque 
for imparting a permanent twist, they can substantially 
freely rotate with the superimposed free ends of the 
individual staple ?bers so that the molecules of the plastic 
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polymer substrate can become together with the ?bers 
helically arranged to form a continuous twisted yarn 
with its twist being heat-set by a subsequent coagula 
tion, this being done without creating any counter torque 
forces and thus enabling the high speed linear wind-up 
of the yarn into large yarn packages. 
To impart a desired twist in each of said ?ber strands 

any false-twist type device, known in the art, can be 
utilized as torque imparting means. Such device must 
be capable of applying a torque to each individual ?brous 
strand and may be positioned at any point between the 
nip point of said drums and the wind-up device. This 
will transfer the torque upwards, toward the above de 
scribed cavities between the drums where the actual open 
end yarn twisting and formation takes place under sub 
stantially controlled conditions of pressure, tension, 
torque and temperature. A slight outside pressure is 
exerted by said drums on the ?brous material in plastic 
state together with air drag forces applied to ?bers in 
each groove. Simultaneously, consolidation of the yarn 
is aided by the downward tension or pull exerted by the 
linear winder and combined with the applied twisting 
torque. All these factors contribute to additional paral 
lelization of the staple ?bers and their free helical re 
arrangement about the still plastic inner polymer 
substrate. An important step in obtaining property stabi 
lized yarn consists in controlling its temperature at for 
mation through constant cooling of the surfaces of the 
drum, preferably by air suction and internal water cool 
ing, so that partial coagulation of the soft polymer sub 
strate commences at the nip point thus ensuring forma 
tion of substantially helically consolidated individual 
composite yarns with a permanently stored twist. 
Due to a higher linear yarn wind-up speed as compared 

to the extrusion speed of the polymer ?lament, some de 
gree of molecular orientation of the polymer in longitudi 
nal direction will take place. This effect will also be aided 
by the torque to which the ?ber-polymer combination is 
subjected. By increasing their contact pressure, the web 
separating rolls can function as crush rolls as well, thus 
pulverizing any impurities that may be present, such 
as, for instance, leaves, seeds, etc. In disintegrated form 
these impurities can be removed to a large degree by air 
suction before the staple ?bers reach the twist point in 
the cavity at the nip of the perforated grooved drums. 
To provide a higher degree of condensation of said 

?brous strands, right after formation, each of them may 
be passed through a deep narrow groove rounded at its 
bottom and which may be continuously tapering toward 
its exit end. This condensing zone may also comprise two 
elements, the ?rst being a heating element to soften each 
individual strand to aid its consolidation and condensa 
tion and the second a cooling element to ?nally coagulate 
and permanently set the twist in the yarn. One or both 
may contain at the bottom of each groove a plurality of 
ori?ces similar to those of the perforated revolving drums 
to aid the consolidation and formation of the yarn by 
means of an air drag using any suitable air suction device. 
One clear technological difference between the conven 

tional open-end air turbine spinning operations and the 
present invention is that according to published expert 
opinion (e.g. Stiepel, 13., paper presented at National 
Cotton Council Cotton Research Conference, Pine Moun 
tain, Ga., U.S.A.; Daily News Record, p. 40, Feb. 20, 
1967) the former “cannot function without centrifugal 
force,” whereas applicants’ open-end spinning method 
makes no use of centrifugal forces. 

Furthermore, in the conventional air turbine open-end 
spinning method, the raw material must ?rst be converted 
into slivers on the carding machines and preferably pass 
through two drawing operations before it is suitable for 
feeding into the turbine where the ?bers are again com 
pletely separated into a loose mass and then recollected 
and rearranged by centrifugal forces on the inner cylindri 
cal collecting surfaces which constitute the actual twist 
ing area. In the present case, the parallel arrangement of 
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staple ?bers in a web from a card or drawframe need not 
be disintegrated but only longitudinally separated into a 
plurality of ?ber strips in a continuous high speed opera 
tion under constant control by air suction, until each strip 
is converted into an open-end spun yarn as described 
above. This constitutes a considerable saving and a major 
technological advantage because yarn formation in ap 
plicants’ method can be achieved at speeds several times 
higher than is possible by the conventional air turbine 
methods. In the latter, optimum turbine twisting speeds of 
up to 30,000 to 40,000 r.p.m. and draw-off speeds of the 
linear wind~up unit from 75 to 150 ft./min. have been 
claimed. In the novel method according to this invention, 
torque is not applied at the twisting point to disintegrated 
?bers. Moreover, it can be inserted by any conventional 
false-twist device which, depending on the type utilized, 
may easily have a twisting speed range from 100,000 to 
500,000 r.p.m. The draw o?’ speeds in applicants’ method 
will depend on the delivery speeds of the ?ber webs, pref 
erably supplied by a drawframe the newest types of which 
claim speeds of more than 1,500 ft./min., as well as on the 
extrusion speed of the polymer ?lament, the present speed 
range of which is up to about 4,000‘ ft./min. Conserva 
tively estimated, the technological advantages resulting 
from the application of the novel method under highly 
controllable condition will enable practical production 
speeds about 5 to 10 times higher than those of the con 
ventional hitherto known open-end turbine spinning 
methods. 
The novel method has none of the previously cited 

aerodynamic ?ber problems which constitute a serious 
roadblock towards practical application of the turbine 
systems. 

In the case of the present invention the preferred addi 
tion of a polymer by direct extrusion (originally using said 
polymer in its cheapest form, i.e. pellets) provides a con 
siderable cost reduction of the raw material in the manu 
facture of blend yarns. In the hitherto known open-end 
methods of conventional spun yarns the raw material made 
of 100% staple ?bers was required. The latter are, par 
ticularly in respect to man-made ?bers, much more ex— 
pensive than a polymer resin and also necessitate a ?ber 
to yarn conversion equipment for 100% of the raw ma 
terial content of the produced yarn, whereas a concrete 
example in applicants’ 50:50 staple ?ber and polymer 
blend yarns require only 50% of the stock to pass through 
such equipment. 

In addition, the introduction of a polymer substrate en 
ables the processing of any type of staple ?bers inde 
pendent of their surface cohesion properties, length, 
strength and regularity, because the bonding forces of the 
polymer and its viscosity properties substantially aid the 
formation and consolidation of the yarn in the novel 
open-end spinning system. 
Due to the possibility of applying a controllable air 

suction through the numerous ori?ces in each of the 
grooves, from within the rotating perforated drums, by 
means of a stationary suction arrangement inside the 

' latter, adequately strong suction forces can be created 
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which will keep each staple ?ber ?rmly in each groove 
under strong air drag from the point where the ?ber web 
is slit to the point of. twisting at the nip of the drums. 
Staple ?bers without the addition of a polymer substrate 
can also be processed (twisted) into a continuous yarn 
in the cavities produced at the point of contact of each 
pair of corresponding grooves. At this point the suction 
forces cease and inherent ?ber cohesion forces, applied 
by the torque as well as linear wind-up forces, take over 
to draw the free ?bers out of the air bearing and suction 
?eld in each groove and twist them under an air drag 
created tension to form a continuous twisted yarn with 
a permanently stored twist. Such 100% staple ?ber yarns, 
when containing or comprising thermoplastic staple ?bers, 
can then be further condensed, heat set and subsequently 
coagulated by passing each yarn through heated and sub 
sequently cooled grooves, as described above for the poly 
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mer containing yarns, to form a balanced yarn with a 
permanent heat set twist. 

In yarns with a polymer substrate, the pressure created 
in the cavities of the drums, combined with the torque 
applied, cohesion forces of the ?bers and the adhesive 
forces of the polymer, may suffice to enable the formation 
of yarns without the application of any air suction from 
within the grooved drums. The grooves of such drums 
'will therefore not contain any ori?ces but preferably may 
have either a highly smooth or rough surface of any con 
?guration depending upon the surface cohesion properties 
of staple ?bers to be converted into yarn by the novel 
method and intended either to aid or brake the rotating 
movement of the staple ?bers within the cavities created 
at the nip point of said grooved drums. 
Another distinct difference between the present inven 

tion and the conventional open-end spinning methods is 
the established fact that the latter cannot handle any staple 
?bers longer than 11/z-in., whereas due to the entirely 
different principle applied by the applicants, the length of 
staple ?bers is only restricted by the distance between the 
?xed slitting and open-end twisting points. Thus, the 
grooved drums may have any desired diameter, such as, 
e.g. 10-in., which would enable spinning ?bers up to 9-in. 
long, equivalent in this case to one quarter of the about 
36-in. circumference of the drum. The novel process is 
thus applicable and adaptable to spinning of staple ?bers 
of any length and type (e.g. wool, bast ?bers, etc.) even 
those which cannot be processed by the present air turbine 
open~end methods. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWING 

The instant invention will now be described in greater 
detail with reference to the accompanying drawings in 
which: 
FIGURE 1 is a schematic representation, partly in sec 

tion, of one embodiment of applicants’ novel method and 
apparatus; 
FIGURE 2 is a similar representation of another em 

ibodiment; and 
FIGURE 3 represents a perspective front view of an 

apparatus according to this invention with some portions 
thereof shown in section. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENT 

According to the embodiment of FIGURE 1, extruder 
1 is provided with a die 2 to extrude a polymer sub 
strate 3, preferably in the form of a linearly arranged 
curtain of round ?laments 4 or 5 or ?at strips 6 or 7, 
directly into the nip point 8 of take up drums 9 and 10 
which operate at a higher surface speed than the speed 
of extrusion of said ?lament curtains 4, 5, 6 or 7 and 
preferably at a somewhat lower speed than that of a 
subsequently provided wind-up arrangement 11. This en 
ables achievement of a certain degree of molecular orien 
tation of the polymer ?laments between the extrusion point 
of the polymer substrate 3 and the nip point 8 before said 
?laments, while still in tacky and plastic condition, are 
brought in contact, at said nip point 8, with staple ?bers 
obtained from webs 12 and/or 13 which are ?rst fed to 
wards the cutting points 22 and 23 of cutter press rolls 
14 and 15 mounted on drums 9 and 10 and revolving in 
the same direction and at same surface speed as said 
drums 9 and 10 to subdivide said ?ber webs 12 and 13 
into a plurality of narrow ?ber strips which are then 
transported toward the nip point 8 of the drums 9 and 10. 
Said ?ber webs may have parallel arranged ?bers 16 or at 
random arranged ?bers 17 and may be supplied by any 
conventional ?ber web forming equipment, e.g. a draw 
frame. 

Take-up drums 9 and 10 are provided with circum 
ferential grooves 18 and 19 with each groove preferably 
having circumferential perforations in the form of a plu 
rality of ori?ces 20, 21. Air suction devices 24 and 25 are 
incorporated within the rotating drums 9 and 10 in sta 
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8 
tionary air chambers 26 and 27 to provide constant air 
suction and drag forces upon the separated staple ?ber 
strips while they are transported from the cutting points 22 
and 23 toward the nip point 8 of drums 9 and 10. The face 
to face mounting of the drums is such as to form at the 
nip point 8 desirably shaped cavities 28, 29, 30 and 31 
with an arrangement of the suction ori?ces 20, 21. 
The cutting rolls 14 and 15 for dividing the ?ber webs 

12 and 13 into strips comprise for each groove of the 
take-up drums 9 and 10 a pair of circular razor blade 
steel cutters 40, 41 mounted between spacers 48, 49, 50 
and 51 each of which has a circumferential relief sur 
face portion 52, 53, 54 or 55 respectively to match the 
con?guration of each corresponding groove 56, 57, 58 or 
59 of the take-up drums. The latter are also provided with 
circumferential narrow grooves 60, 61 receiving the pairs 
of steel cutters as well as with corresponding suction ori 
?ces 20 in each of the grooves 56, 57, 58 and 59. 
Each cavity 28, 29, 30 or 31, formed at the nip point 8 

of the revolving drums 9 and 10, is continuously sup 
plied with the ?brous material 69 in the form of one or 
two separated ?brous tapes between which a still plastic 
polymer substrate 3 is introduced by extrusion from die 2 
in the form of one or more round ?laments or ?at strips 
4, 5, 6 or 7. At the nip point 8, each of the resulting com 
posite ?brous polymer strands is subjected to a twist im 
parting torque by any conventional false-twisting device 
77 rotating at high speed while said strand is continuously 
pulled downwardly by the linear wind-up arrangement 11 
and while each said composite strand is kept at the nip 
point 8 under continuous slight pressure and air drag force 
without restricting the free movement of the individual 
staple ?bers and the inner plastic polymer substrate im 
parted by said twisting torque inside the cavities 28, 29, 30 
or 31 at the nip point 8 of the drums 9 and 10. This 
results in an open-end formation of yarn 78 having per 
manently stored twist and suitable to be linearly wound up 
on a wind-up arrangement 11. 
To aid the consolidation and formation of the yarn 78 

while a twisting torque is applied, it may be passed through 
a downwardly narrowing groove 79 of a condensing mem 
ber 82 which may be equipped with heating element 83, 
and subsequently through the groove 81 of a cooling mem 
ber 84 provided with a ccoling arrangement 85. This is 
intended to achieve a ?nal setting of the twist stored in the 
yarn 78 making it ready for linear wind-up into a yarn 
package 88. 
FIGURE 2 illustrates an apparatus according to another 

embodiment of the present invention which comprises the 
following combination: a conventional extruder 1 pro 
vided with die 2 to extrude a polymer substrate 3 in the 
form of a suitable ?lament curtain into the nip point 8 of 
take-up drums 9 and 10 mounted face to face and the 
surfaces of which are provided with a plurality of circum 
ferential grooves each pair of which will form at the nip 
point 8 a desirably shaped cavity 94 with inner air suction 
through ori?ces 20, 21 imparted circumferentially in said 
grooves from stationary air suction chambers 26, 27 inside 
each drum 9 and 10 respectively. At least one and prefer 
ably two conventional sliver drawing arrangements 99 
and 100 adapted to receive card slivers 101 and 102 and to 
convert said slivers by passing through several drawing 
stages preferably between a plurality of rolls 103, 104, 
105, 106, 107, 108, 109, 110, and 111, 112, 113, 114, ‘115, 
116, 117, 118, into thin ?at ?ber Webs 12 and 13 of sub 
stantially parallel arranged staple ?bers. These webs are 
suitable to be fed to the cutting points 22, 23 between the 
drums 9, 10 and the rolls 14, 15 mounted thereon and 
adapted to subdivide the ?ber webs 12 and 13 into a 
plurality of narrow ?ber strips the number of which is 
equal to that of the grooves in said take-up rolls 9 and 
10. Each of the ?ber strips is continuously carried under 
constant inside air suction toward the nip point 8 of down 
wardly rotating drums 9 and 10‘ where in the obtained 
cavity 94 the polymer substrate 3 in tacky and plastic or 
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?uid condition is brought into contact with the subdivided 
?brous material ‘69 preferably with the polymer substrate 
being sandwiched between two separated ?ber strips 69a 
and 69b as best illustrated in the enlarged view B--B of the 
nip point 8. A plurality of suitable false-twisting devices 
77, 77a, revolving at high speed which is, for example, 
imparted by a friction device arrangement 127, is mounted 
in a supporting frame 128 with each such device subject 
ing each composite ?ber-polymer strand 159, formed upon 
joining the ?ber strips 69a and 69b with the polymer sub 
strate 3 in the cavity 94 at the nip point 8, to an adequate 
torque. This torque, carried upwards, will engage in each 
cavity 94 said composite polymer-?ber strand material in 
circumferential open-end twist imparting manner so as 
continuously to form in each said cavity 94 (under light 
roll pressure, air drag forces, interbonding action between 
the staple ?bers and the polymer substrate, circumferential 
torque forces as well as linear pull forces of the subse 
quent wind-up arrangement 11) a yarn 78 with a perma 
nently set and stored twist in the form of a large traverse 
wound yarn package 88. Yarn condensing devices 82, 84 
which contain a plurality of deep grooves 79, 81 which 
taper downwards to condense the yarn 78 passing and re 
volving therewithin may also be provided between the 
drums 9 and 10 and the twisting devices 77, 77a. Also 
device 82 may contain a heating element 83 and device 84 
a cooling arrangement 85 cooled with the aid of cold water 
and/ or an air flow. Finally, a winding-up arrangement 11 
for traverse wind-up into large size packages 88 of the 
formed yarn 78, is mounted following the twisting devices 
77, 77a. This enables continuous winding operation of the 
yarn, guided and collected through a guide ring 140, and 
dof?ng of the ready yarn package especially by providing 
two wind-up stations of any desired type which may be 
alternatively used without the necessity to stop the wind 
ing operation for doi?ng. View A--A shows how the pack 
age 88 looks from the side. 

In an alternative embodiment of applicants’ apparatus, 
the ?ber supply arrangement may consist of two aerody 
namic ?ber-web forming licker-in devices 141 and 142, 
each comprising two raw material feed-in rolls 143, 144, 
and 145, 146 which preferably feed in a picker lap staple 
?ber material 147, 148 into the numerous teeth of conven‘ 
tional licker-in rolls 162 which operate within a chamber 
149 formed in frame 150. The chamber 149 is open at one 
end 153 and also contains an air chamber 151 from which 
a strong air current is blown for carrying the broken up 
staple ?bers 152 onto the perforated grooved surfaces of 
the drums 9 and 10. In a case such as this, the inside suc 
tion through the ori?ces of the drums 9 and 10 starts at 
points 154, 155 respectively, which enables the collection 
of the loose ?bers 152 on the surface of rolls 9 and 10 
in the form of an even, continuous ?ber web of at random 
arranged staple ?bers. The remaining arrangement and 
operations are the same as described above. 

Finally, FIGURE 3 represents one possible construction 
of an integrated apparatus for sliver to yarn processing 
according to the novel open-end principle. This apparatus 
comprises, for example, a conventional staple ?ber sliver 
drawing frame .163 with an extruder 164 mounted ver 
tically thereon. Below die 182 of said extruder 164 there 
are provided a pair of circumferentially grooved drums 
such as already described above, only one of which (drum 
1.65 with grooves 166) is seen in FIG. 3. A curtain 167 
of a polymer substrate in the form of a plurality of 
parallel ?laments is extruded from the extruder 164 
through die 182, and into the cavities formed by the pair 
of grooved drums. At the same time, a ?ber web is sup 
plied by the drawing frame 163 subdivided into a plurality 
of longitudinal ?ber strips and guided towards the nip 
point of the grooved drums, where the ?ber strips and 
the polymer ?laments are brought into direct contact 
with each other to form composite ?ber-polymer strands 
which are, at that particular point, still in ?uid or plas 
tic condition. Furthermore, a plurality of stationary false 
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10 
twist spindles 168, which are more clearly shown in the 
detailed section view A-~A, are mounted in a supporting 
frame 169 and provided with air chambers 173 through 
which compressed air is injected into each spindle passing 
by off center ori?ces 174, 175, 176 and 177 which are 
clearly shown in section view >B~—B. Compressed air in 
jected through said ori?ces 174, 175, 176 and 177 creates 
inside each spindle 178 a cyclone type air vortex to im 
part a twisting torque to the yarn 170‘ passing there 
through, right after each said yarn has passed through 
groove 180 of a condensing member 171. Finally the 
resulting yarns 170 are linearly wound on a collecting 
roll 181, mounted below the spindles, to form a large 
package 172. 

In all these embodiments the stock-in supply may con 
sist of loosely held staple ?bers or a combination thereof 
with a polymer substrate in ?uid condition. 
From the practical view point, the cavities are formed 

at the nip of a pair of perforated drums with continuous 
circumferential grooves on their surface, which drums 
are so positioned face to face that each groove of one 
drum faces the corresponding groove of the other drum 
thus forming the cavity for the stock-in supply which, 
during its introduction into the cavities, is held against, 
the surfaces of said drums by suction from inside of 
each drum, and then released within said cavities through 
removal of this suction, thus forming a ?uid open-end 
which is twisted into yarn. 
The obtained yarn may, if desired, be additionally 

heated, stretched, preformed and consolidated into a more 
compact, round yarn before it is wound into a package. 
The open-end spinning apparatus according to the 

present invention generally comprises: 
(a) A pair of drums with continuous circumferential 

grooves on their surface, said drums being so positioned 
face to face that each groove of one drum faces the cor 
responding groove of the other drum, thus forming a 
predetermined cavity; 

(b) Means for continuously introducing a stock-in 
supply consisting of loosely held staple ?bers alone or in 
combination with a ?uid polymer substrate, within the 
cavities formed at the nip point of said drums; 

(c) Means for releasing said stock-in supply into said 
cavities to form a ?uid open-end; 

((1) Means for imparting a twisting torque to said 
?uid open-end to form twisted yarn; and 

(e) Means for collecting said yarn. 
The drums of such apparatus may, of course, be per 

formed and suction devices provided therewithin. Said 
drums may also include cooling means, e.g. air or water 
cooling devices. 

In the case when a polymer substrate is used as part 
of the stock~in supply, the apparatus will include an ex 
truder capable of extruding a ?lm or a plurality of paral 
lel strands in ?uid state into the nip point of said drums. 
The twisting torque will be imparted by any suitable 

false-twisting device positioned following the drums and 
inbetween said drums and said false-twisting device, there 
may also be provided a yarn condensing arrangement with 
heating and/or cooling means. 

In summary this invention provides a practical novel 
high speed universal method and apparatus for open-end 
manufacture of a wide range of yarns of any desired 
composition of staple ?bers such as cotton, wool man 
made ?bers, silk, bast ?bers, asbestos, etc., used alone 
or in combination with a suitable polymer substrate, for 
example based on polyole?ns, polyamides acrylics, etc. 
which can originally be employed according to the in 
vention in the cheapest form, namely pellets. The novel 
open-end yarn making method and apparatus are indeed 
universal in respect of the utilization of any textile or 
other ?bers in any desirable blends as well as in com 
bination with any suitable extrudable polymer substrates. 

It should, of course, be understood that the invention 
is not limited to the speci?c embodiments described above 
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or illustrated in the appended drawings, but that different 
modi?cations and equivalent procedures evident to those 
skilled in the art may be applied without departing from 
the spirit of the invention. 
We claim: 
1. Process for making spun yarns which comprises con 

tinuously introducing a stock-in staple ?ber containing 
raw material supply into at least one cavity, condensing 
said supply in said cavity without restricting the compo 
nent ?bers to move and rotate freely in said cavity, creat 
ing a ?uid open-end continuous ?brous strand in said 
cavity, imparting to said open-end ?brous strand a twist 
ing torque to form a spun yarn and collecting said yarn 
on a linear Wind-up arrangement. 

2. Process according to claim 1, in which the stock-in 
raw material supply consists of a combination of a poly 
mer substrate in substantially plastic condition and of 
loosely held together staple ?bers having parallel 
arrangement. 

3. Process according to claim 1, in which the stock-in 
raw material supply consists only of loosely held together 
staple ?bers having parallel arrangement. 

4. Process according to claim 1, in which the stock-in 
raw material supply consists only of loosely held together 
staple ?bers having random arrangement. 

5. Process for making spun yarns comprising: extrud 
ing a curtain of polymer strands from an eXtruder die and 
into the nip of a pair of perforated rotating drums with 
continuous circumferential grooves on their surface, said 
drums being so positioned face to face that each groove 
of one drum faces the corresponding groove of the other 
drum thus forming a plurality of cavities; feeding onto 
at least one of the perforated drums a ?brous web; sepa 
rating said web into a plurality of longitudinal strips of 
loosely held together staple ?bers; collecting each said 
strip in one of said grooves by suction; introducing the 
polymer strands still in plastic condition simultaneously 
with the ?brous strips into said cavities; condensing the 
obtained composite staple ?ber-polymer substantially 
?uid strands within said cavities without restricting their 
free open-end motion; removing the suction in said cavi 
ties and simultaneously subjecting said plastic strands, to 
twisting torque; thereafter consolidating by cooling ac 
tion said strands into a set of twisted yarns without creat 
ing counter torque forces; and collecting said twisted and 
consolidated yarns onto a linear windup arrangement to 
obtain a package of yarn with heat set stored twist. 

6. Process for making spun yarns comprising: feeding 
a ?brous web onto at least one of a pair of perforated 
drums with continuous circumferential grooves on their 
surface, said drums being so positioned face to face that 
each groove of one drum faces the corresponding groove 
of the other drum thus forming a plurality of cavities; 
separating said ?brous web on said drum into a plurality 
of longitudinal strips of loosely held together staple ?bers; 
collecting each said strip in one of the grooves of the 
perforated drums by suction; roating said drums against 
each other so as to forward the strips of staple ?bers into 
the cavities between the drums; removing the suction in 
said cavities to form condensed ?ber strands therein with 
out restricting their free open-end motion; simultaneously 
subjecting each said open-end strand to torque so as to 
obtain spun yarn; and collecting said yarn with stored 
twist onto a linear wind-up arrangement. 

7. Process according to claim 5, in which the drums 
are rotated at a surface speed higher than the polymer 
extrusion speed so that the extruded polymer strands, 
picked up by said drums, are stretched and thus provided 
with a degree of molecular orientation in longitudinal 
direction. 

8. Process according to claim 5, in which the collecting 
of the yarn on the wind-up arrangement is effected at a 
speed sufficient to provide a light tension on the yarn 
which is being produced. 

9. Process according to claim 6, in which the collect 
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12 
ing of the yarn on the wind-up arrangement is effected 
at a speed sufficient to provide a light tension on the yarn 
which is being produced. 

10. Process according to claim 5, in which the twist 
ing torque is applied onto the formed yarn by means of 
a high speed twisting device positioned following the 
drums and is transmitted by said yarn toward the open 
end twisting and yarn formation point in the cavities at 
the nip of the drums. 

11. Process according to claim 6, in which the twist 
ing torque is applied onto the formed yarn by means of 
a high speed twisting device positioned following the 
drums and is transmitted by said yarn toward the open 
end twisting and yarn formation point in the cavities at 
the nip of the drums. 

12. Process according to claim 1, further comprising 
additionally condensing and preforming the obtained yarn 
prior to its collecting on the linear wind-up arrangement. 

13. Process according to claim 1, in which the stock-in 
raw material supply consists of a combination of a poly 
mer substrate in substantially plastic condition and of 
loosely held together staple ?bers having random 
arrangement. 

14. An open-end spinning apparatus comprising a 
pair of rotatable drums with continuous circumferential 
grooves on their surface, said drums being so positioned 
face to face that each groove of one drum faces the cor 
responding groove of the other drum thus forming a 
plurality of predetermined cavities; means for rotating 
said drums against each other; means for continuously 
feeding a stock-in raw material supply into the cavities 
formed at the nip point of said drum; means for releasing 
said stock-in supply in said cavities to form a ?uid open 
end ?brous strand; means for imparting to said open-end 
strand a twisting torque to form spun yarn; and wind-up 
means for collecting said yarn. 
wind-up means for collecting said yarn. 

15. Apparatus according to claim 14, in which said 
drums are perforated in their grooved surface and are 
provided with suction devices therewithin. 

16. Apparatus according to claim 14, further compris 
ing an extruder for extrusion of a polymer substrate in 
plastic state into said cavities between the drums. 

17. Apparatus according to claim 14, in which said 
drums are further provided with cooling means. 

18. Apparatus according to claim 14, further compris 
ing a yarn condensing, consolidating and preforming 
member between the drums and the yarn collecting means. 

19. Apparatus according to claim 14, in which the 
means for imparting a twisting torque consist of high 
speed false twisting devices and are positioned following 
the drums. 

20. An open-end spinning apparatus comprising: a 
pair of rotatable perforated drums with continuous cir 
cumferential grooves on their surface, said drums being 
so positioned face to face that each groove of one drum 
faces the corresponding groove of the other drum thus 
forming a plurality of predetermined cavities; means for 
rotating said drums against each other; means for cooling 
said drums; an extruder provided above said drums and 
adapted to extrude a polymer substrate in plastic state 
into the cavities formed at the nip point of said drums; 
means for continuously feeding a ?brous web onto the 
surface of said drums; means for dividing said web into 
a plurality of longitudinal strips; means for collecting 
each said strip in a corresponding groove of the drums; 
means for imparting from within said perforated drums 
an air suction to aid continuous forwarding of said strips 
in each groove under air drag into said cavities at the 
nip point of the drums simultaneously with the polymer 
substrate to form continuously within said cavities com 
posite staple ?ber-polymer strands in fluid or plastic open 
end condition; means for imparting to said ?uid or 
plastic composite strands a twisting torque to form in 
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said cavities open-end spun yarns; and means for linearly 
collecting said twisted yarns into yarn packages. 

21. Apparatus according to claim 20, in which the 
means for feeding the ?brous web include a set of sliver 
to ?ber web forming means comprising sliver drawing 
means adapted to form continuous ?brous webs of sub 
stantially parallel arranged staple ?bers. 

22. Apparatus according to claim 20, in which the 
means for feeding the ?brous web include a set of aero 
dynamic ?ber web forming means incorporating licker-in 
devices adapted to form on at least one perforated surf 
face of said drums a continuous ?ber web of at random 
arranged staple ?bers with the aid of said air suction 
means from within said drums through said perforated 
drum surface. 

23. Apparatus according to claim 20, in which the 
means for imparting a twisting torque consist of high 
speed false twisting devices and are positioned following 
the drums. 

24. Apparatus according to claim 20, in which the 
means for imparting a twisting torque consist of false 
twist devices provided with stationary tubes having upper 
parts and a center, means to inject into said upper parts 
compressed air through a plurality of ?ne oif-center ori 
?ces, means to create inside said tubes a high vlocity 
downwardly directed cyclone type vortex through said 
center by means of which, inside said stationary tubes, 
the yarn is guided and continuously subjected to a twist 
ing torque, without there being any moving parts in said 
false twisting devices. 

25-. Apparatus according to claim 20‘, in which the 
extruder is provided with a die adapted to extrude the 
polymer substrate in the form of a plurality of parallel 
strands of a predetermined con?guration. 

26. Apparatus according to claim 18, in which the 
preforming member consists of: a condensing member 
with narrowing grooves through which the yarn is passed, 
said condensing member being provided in the upper wider 
section of each groove with air suction means from 
within said member and also with heating means for 
softening the yarn passing in the narrowing grooves; and 
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a cooling member following said condensing member 
and also provided with grooves of predetermined cross 
section for coagulation of the yarn; both said condensing 
and cooling members being positioned directly following 
the drums. 

27. Apparatus according to claim 20, further provided 
with a pair of slitting rolls having a plurality of cutter 
and spacer means, said rolls being superimposed on the 
respective drums and being provided with means to ro 
tate them in the same direction as said drums and at sub 
stantially the same speed, with a light pressure being 
exerted between the rolls and the drums; the latter are 
also provided with narrow slots matching the cutter and 
spacer means on the rolls; this being arranged to sepa 
rate the ?brous web into a plurality of longitudinal strips 
of loosely held staple ?bers which are then forwarded on 
the drums into the cavities at the nip point of said drums. 

28. Apparatus according to claim 20‘, in which the yarn 
collecting means comprise a linear wind-up roll; means 
for rotating said roll at a speed such as to hold the yarn 
under tension; and means for replacement of one roll 
by another without necessity to stop the apparatus for 
yarn package do?ing. 
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